Self-assembling devices: Design and
synthesis of organic devices
14 June 2010
D and A components tend to assemble together by
means of a charge-transfer (CT) interaction,
unfavorable for photoelectric conversion.

(PhysOrg.com) -- Organic devices have greatly
benefited from the remarkable advances in
synthetic organic chemistry that have allowed for
the synthesis of a wide variety of ?-conjugated
molecules with attractive electronic functions.

Oligothiophene (OT) and perylenediimide (PDI)
have been synthesized to form covalently linked DA dyads, which bear at their termini either
incompatible or compatible side chains. The dyads
with the incompatible side chains intrinsically selfassemble into nanofibrous structures, whilst the
dyad containing the compatible side chains resulted
in ill-defined microfibers. Flash-photolysis timeresolved microwave conductivity measurements, in
conjunction with transient absorption spectroscopy,
clearly shows that the assembly with the
incompatible side chains exhibits a much greater
photoconducting output than that with compatible
side chains.

This design strategy with "side-chain
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More information: Takuzo Aida, Use of SideAlthough organic devices can be easily designed,
without proper molecular design that allows for
long-range ordering of ?-conjugated molecules, the
resulting devices will rarely show the expected
performances. Thin-film organic photovoltaic
devices require electron-donor (D) and -acceptor
(A) molecules to assemble homotropically to form
a heterojunction. Additionally, to achieve a highly
efficient photoinduced charge separation, the
resultant p- and n-type semiconducting domains
must be connected over a long distance. However,
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